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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since the dawn of computing, humans have tried to make computers run as fast

as possible. To this effect, they developed programming languages that allow fine-

grained control of hardware resources to ensure optimal utilization. One important

resourcemanaged by programmers ismemory. Ever since computers have become

more ubiquitous, hackers have exploited errors in memory management, abusing

vulnerable software to steal information, cause crashes, or escalate privilege levels.

Recent high-performancce languages such as Rust [70] circumvent these issues by

embedding explicit annotations in source code. Still, unsafe languages such as C

and C++ remain popular and constitute a massive legacy code base. Even though

memory vulnerabilities in these unsafe languages are well-studied, they still pose

a huge problem in widely used software today [162]. This can in part be attributed

to the limited availability and adoption of effective mitigations.

The past three decades have seen numerous efforts to avoid or mitigate mem-

ory errors in unsafe languages and their exploitation. Early examples such as Stack-

Guard [46] and FormatGuard [47] focus on specific vulnerabilities (linear return

address overwrites and format string in this case). Later solutions more generally

protect program control data, prevent attackers from diverting control flow into

their own injected code: WˆX (or DEP) prevents execution of writable memory,

forcing attackers to reuse code that is already present in the program. Address

Space Layout Randomization (ASLR) hides dynamically loaded code and data in

the vast virtual address space by randomizing the base address. To thwartmore ad-

vanced attacks such as return-into-libc, return-oriented programming [148], and

pointer leaking, equally more advanced mitigations [5; 115; 102; 178] provide vary-

ing degrees of control flow integrity (CFI). A programwith perfect CFI can only fol-

low code paths intended by the programmer, theoretically avoiding all malicious

control flowdiversions. Unfortunately, researchers have successfully built exploits

that do not violate even fine-grained CFI [144]. Moreover, attackers can still cor-

rupt non-control data to influence program behaviour [33] using memory errors.
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4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Data-flow integrity [31] (DFI) also protects non-control data by checking the ori-

gins of data at eachmemory load. However, a drawback of bothCFI andDFI is their

reliance on precise static analysis to determine the allowed control/data flows of

a program. Computing a static policy is generally imprecise and poorly scalable

in large or dynamically linked programs [156; 28]. Even when the analysis is fully

precise, one can still mount an attack that adheres to the policy [30]. Hence, more

complete defenses [123; 18; 101; 130; 159; 175; 108; 117] aim to provide full memory

safety, protecting all program memory against leaks and corruption using precise

object metadata managed at runtime.

Unfortunately, automatedmemory safety comes at a performance cost because

instead of the programmer statically proving program safety, the computer has to

guarantee safety through dynamic checks on object bounds, types and lifetimes.

For bounds checking alone, estimated runtime overheads for state-of-the-art solu-

tions range from 64% to 139% [61; 130]. In addition, strict automatic checks assume

code adheres to the language standard in order to assert strong security invari-

ants. Optimized code often violates the standard [38; 116], leading to compatibility

problems. As an example, unorthodox programming patterns in the SPEC bench-

marking suite already pose a significant challenge to many research prototypes for

defenses.

For some use cases, e.g., control software running in a nuclear reactor, the cost

in performance can be overcome by simply buying faster hardware, and compati-

bility issues can be fixed by patching the code to work with the adopted defense.

However, there are also many use cases where this is not so easy. Browsers and

operating systems, for instance, run on a wide range of consumer hardware in

performance-critical settings, and form a large ecosystem of interconnected com-

ponents that are maintained by different vendors. Security is important in these

cases, but so are performance and compatibility. This presents a challenging trade-

off: to be practical in a general-purpose setting, a good memory safety scheme

should be flexible and assume violations of the language standard. Then again, to

offer strong security, it must be able to make strict assumptions on object bounds

and lifetimes.

This dissertation explores a previously under-explored side to this trade-off.

We argue that current memory safety schemes have a top-down approach with a

strong focus on security. That is to say, they enforce full protection using expen-

sive runtime checks. We instead take a bottom-up approach by designing efficient

checks for common classes of memory errors. Rather than providing full protec-

tion, we aim to provide a toolbox of practical security solutions for application

domains with a stronger focus on performance and compatibility.
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The cost of memory safety

To understand the cost of memory safety, we need to understand how its automa-

tion works in practice. Memory safety can be broadly separated into two cate-

gories. Spatial safety says that the program can never access memory outside the

bounds of the intended object, and temporal safety says the same about the object’s

lifetime. An object is defined as the unit of allocation, e.g., the result of a malloc/new

call. When we discuss bounds violations in this dissertation, we generally refer to

inter-object violations unless specified otherwise. Coverage of intra-object viola-

tions, such as buffer overflows between structure fields, is fundamentally incom-

plete in C/C++ programs because one can not always automatically detect which

field the programmer intended to be accessed.

Both spatial and temporal memory safety have been the topic of extensive re-

search for decades, and many techniques have been coined to eliminate vulnera-

bilities. The general approach is to annotate which objects are (de)allocated and to

store this information asmetadata to be consulted each time the program accesses

memory. Depending on its threat model, the defense adds small snippets of secu-

rity code, or checks, to the existing code. These checks retrieve the relevant meta-

data and use it to assert some invariant, yielding an error if the access violates the

security policy. For example, a bounds check retrieves the intended object bounds

for any given pointer, and checks if the pointer falls within those bounds. These

operations are costly in two dimensions: program runtime and memory usage.

Runtime is affected because metadata management and checks happen at runtime

(because neither the bounds nor the lifetimes of all objects are known statically),

andmemory usage is affected by the storage of metadata and, in some cases, by the

reorganization of regular memory.

In addition to the performance cost, automatic memory safety often incurs a

hit in compatibility. High-performance applications typically optimize the mem-

ory layout according to their memory access patterns and access memory in a way

that benignly violates the invariants preserved by automated defenses. For exam-

ple, consider a program that allocates an vector of objects and initializes each object

with a pointer to the next object in the vector. When new elements are appended

to the vector, its buffer does not fit in the current memory slot anymore and the

program moves the vector contents to a new, larger buffer that can hold the new

elements. Because this move operation invalidates the initialized pointers in the

objects, the program needs to update the pointers. It does so by adding the offset

between the old and new buffer locations to each pointer.1 The automated defense

is not aware of these move semantics, it just sees objects being allocated at a new

location and pointers being updated with large offsets. As far as the defense is con-

cerned, the object bounds were set the first time the object were allocated, and all

1This is an actual case observed in the soplex benchmark in SPEC CPU2006.
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the pointers now point outside those bounds. Hence, when the program accesses

an object through an object.next pointer, it will detect a buffer overflow and yield

an error. It is of course possible to annotate the program’s source code to support

this particularmove operation, but this requires the programmer to be aware of any

defenses being applied and tailor the source code to them. Unfortunately, there are

many cases in real source code where programmers use similar coding patterns for

performance or convenience, often violating the language standard [38].

Previous research in static program analysis has attempted to elide security

checks by statically analyzing data flow [31; 106; 155]. When precise, this infor-

mation allows us to prove memory safety for statically known objects and only

insert instrumentation for those that escape analysis or alias. However, current

static analysis techniques either do not scale to real-world programs or lack pre-

cision [155], and are hard to maintain in a production setting [106]. Moreover,

static analysis has limited effectiveness on closed-source binaries because it relies

on a clean, expressive code representation containing information that is lost when

compiling source code tomachine code (and can not always be reconstructed). We

argue that for now, in realistic settings, the checks are there to stay until we find

a reliable way to remove them. The question is then, if we can not get rid of the

checks, can we at least make them faster?

Efficient checks for common memory errors

Thework presented in this dissertation aims tomake a step towards practicalmem-

ory safety for production settings. The core idea that drives ourwork is that a prac-

tical solution can afford to sacrifice completeness to gain high efficiency and com-

patibility. In particular, we focus on designing efficient checks to protect against

commonmemory errors, both in the spatial and temporal domain. By doing so, we

make several novel contributions in reducing runtime and memory overhead with

respect to the state of the art, and increasing compatibility with existing software.

We make two important distinctions in spatial memory errors. First, buffer

overflows that occur at the end of an object and buffer underflows that occur at

its beginning. We show in Chapter 2 that, by only mitigating overflows and not

underflows, we can turn each bound check into an arithmetic overflow detection.

This way, we can get rid of branching checks used by current bounds checkers.

Such checks constitute the computation of a security invariant followed by a jump

to an error path when the invariant does not hold. This leads to suboptimal per-

formance on a micro-architectural level, pressuring the branch predictor and in-

creasing register pressure during compilation. Our work instead automatically in-

validates pointers that go out-of-bounds on the upper bound. We accomplish this

using unconditional arithmetic instrumentation that makes out-of-bounds point-

ers uncanonical, delegating the actual “check” to the memory management unit.
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Second, we distinguish contiguous buffer overflows (including underflows)

from non-contiguous overflows. Contiguous overflows read or write a range of

memory starting at the overflown object bounds and leading up to the target

location, e.g., by corrupting the size argument of a memset call. Non-contiguous

overflows are stronger and directly corrupt a pointer to point to the target location,

e.g., by corrupting an array index. Because contiguous overflows must start at

object bounds, we can efficiently protect against them by placing inaccessible

guard zones—or redzones—around each object. This is a well-known technique for

sanitization that has been proven to work on complex production software such as

browsers, although it can lead to high overheads [146]. In Chapter 3, we show that

redzones can be made very efficient when used to mitigate contiguous overflows.

Moreover, our scalable approach to redzone allocation allows us to enhance the

threat model with bounded non-contiguous bugs, providing configurable security

guarantees for a subset of object types.

Among temporal memory corruption bugs, Use-After-Free (UAF) bugs are

among the main security risks in modern software [162; 45]. A UAF bug exists

when an attacker is able to trick the program into dereferencing a stale pointer

to an already deallocated object. The common methods to exploit such a bug

involve overwriting a freed pointer with attacker-controlled data, or interpreting

attacker-controlled data as code. Since attackers are generally not able to write

pointers directly to an object during its lifetime2, this exploitation method

typically requires objects of different types to be allocated at the same location

at different times. Chapter 4 capitalizes on this observation by preventing only

type-unsafe exploitation of UAF vulnerabilities by reorganizing all memory into

typed pools, letting the bugs remain in the program but rendering themmuch less

exploitable. Consequently, no explicit checks are needed to avoid (type-unsafe)

exploitation at all, keeping runtime overhead to a minimum.

Fortifying binaries

Program transformations for security such as memory safety are typically applied

during compilation, modifying the program once so that protection is present in all

uses of the resulting binary. Naturally, this requires source code to be available as

input to the compiler. In some cases this is not true, for instance for closed-source

software that is distributed in binary form by vendors, or old enterprise software

for which source code has been lost while the software is still in use. If a user of

these binary software packages wants to protect the software against exploitation,

they must disassemble the binary code in order to add security instrumentation.

This can be done either statically or at runtime. Although limited success has been

2unless the program confuses them with attacker-controlled data by design, e.g., in unions.
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achieved with static approaches [150; 11], static disassembly is known to have fun-

damental limitations in separating code and data [167] and dealing with position-

independent code, obfuscated code, or hand-written assembly [99; 13]. To ensure

accurate disassembly, other defenses turn to Dynamic Binary Translation (DBT)

methods, adding security instrumentation to the binary while it runs. While this

solves the issue of identifying code, it has two other limitations. First, the trans-

formations need to be applied every time the binary runs. This limits the amount

of work they can do in practice, since expensive program analysis slows down pro-

gram execution too much in performance-sensitive settings. Second, DBT meth-

ods such as Pin [114] or Valgrind [126] use a program representation that is close

to machine code, limiting the complexity of transformations due to a lack of ab-

straction.

Unfortunately, existing defenses and sanitizers for memory safety target ex-

actly the opposite of what DBT offers: they operate on a compiler-level represen-

tation that is closer to source code than machine code, relying on complex trans-

formations and optimizations to insert new control flow transfers in an efficient

manner. In Chapter 5 of this dissertation, we make a step towards bridging this

gap by lifting binaries to a well-known compiler IR.We perform the lifting dynam-

ically to overcome aforementioned limitations on static disassembly. However, in

contrast to DBT approaches, we remove all dependencies between the lifted code

and the lifting runtime so that the lifted code becomes an independent program.

This enables us to persist any transformations in a standalone output binary. At

the same time, the lifted representation allows us to apply compiler-level security

transformations on binaries out of the box without any modifications. Because

source-level information, such as object types, is lost during compilation, the lifted

IR contains less information than that generated from source code. This means

that even though defenses can operate on binaries on the level of IR by using our

framework, they should still not rely on “magic” compiler optimizations to be ef-

ficient, but instead use checks that are efficient by design like those presented in

this dissertation.

Organization

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents Delta Pointers, a bounds checking solution for the upper

bound of memory objects. We change the encoding of pointers such that the most

significant bit indicateswhether the pointer is out-of-bounds. A configurable num-

ber of bits (31 by default) following the overflow bit encode the negated distance of

the pointer to the end of the pointed object. When a pointer addition overflows the

object, an arithmetic overflow on the distance tag automatically sets the overflow

bit without any conditional logic. When a pointer is dereferenced, we remove the
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distance but keep the overflow bit. If set, this causes the out-of-bounds pointer to

be uncanonical and makes the Memory Management Unit raise a fault. This solu-

tion relies on efficient arithmetic operations, causing it to be much more efficient

than state of the art solutions that are based on branching operations.

Chapter 3 presents RedPool, a light weight bounds checking solution based

on so-called redzones, which are inaccessible guard zones at the beginning and

end of each memory object. This enables detection of contiguous buffer over-

flows and underflows, similar to the well-known AddressSanitizer [146] pass in

LLVM. Amajor benefit of this approach is high compatibility with real-world soft-

ware because it does not track individual pointers, only accessible memory. Un-

like for sanitizers, however, the goal of RedPool is to mitigate bound violations as

efficiently as possible. It achieves very high performance—higher than any exist-

ing contiguous bounds checker—by slabifying application memory so that objects

are allocated from slabs with redzones placed at fixed intervals. This dramatically

simplifies metadata management and enables the novel concept of redzone reuse

across object lifetimes. The latter allows for efficient scaling of redzones to very

large sizes, increasing the detection rate to include many more non-contiguous

overflows (bounded by the redzone size). Finally, RedPool optimizes for the com-

mon case (no bounds violation) by initializing redzoneswith a guard value and only

performing bounds checks when the magic value is encountered during a load or

store operation.

Chapter 4 presents Type-After-Type, a mitigation scheme for Use-After-Free

vulnerabilities. Type-After-Type prevents type-unsafe exploitation of UAF bugs

by organizingmemory into typed pools, ensuring that anymemory location always

holds exactly one type of object. When memory is reused, any dangling pointers

will point to a new valid object, making typical exploitation impossible because it

prevents code pointers from being overwritten with attacker-controlled data.

Chapter 5 presents BinRec, a framework for lifting binaries to compiler-level

IR. BinRec uses dynamic disassembly to accurately separate executed machine

code from data, lifts the observed instructions to LLVM IR [105], and stitches the

code together using the code addresses observed during lifting. The result is a con-

nected control flow graph of the executed code which can be secured out of the

box using standard compiler transformations such as AddressSanitizer or SafeS-

tack [32]. Finally, BinRec’s lowering component compiles the transformed code

to an executable binary while preserving dependencies from the original binary

such as data sections. For unlifted code paths such as library functions, BinRec

features a graceful fallback mechanism that allows to (temporarily) leave the lifted

code path during execution.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation, reiterating the core contribu-

tions and listing the lessons learned during the work presented in the dissertation.
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